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Measuring Success Form 
Submitted August 2, 2007 

 
 
Committee/Task Force:    Information Literacy Best Practices Committee 
 
Chair:  Sheril Hook 
 
E-mail Address:  sheril.hook@utoronto.ca 
 
 
 

Strategic Goal Areas 
 
Activity/Project # 1 
 
1.   Indicate one Goal Area this activity/project best supports:  

Strategic Area: Higher Education and Research 

Goal Area: Learning 

2. Describe the activity or project and how it relates to the strategic direction you identified 
above:  
To promote best practices in information literacy and library instruction by developing, maintaining, and 
promoting the "Characteristics of Programs of Information Literacy that Illustrate Best Practices: A Guideline" 
and related web site. To this end, we will create the following documents and mount them on the web site.  
1. Create a document that outlines and describes possible uses of the characteristics, particularly in 

evaluating the current state and next steps for developing an IL program; 
2. Create a document that list of the kinds of campus-wide institutional documents that an IL Team on any 

campus would need to find, read, and incorporate into an evaluation of the current status of IL and next 
steps for moving IL forward on their campuses; 

 
3. Based on the action plan and measurement(s) of success you provided in the Annual 

Planning Form, describe what success your committee had in meeting the objective.  
 
It was decided at the mid-winter meeting that we would hold off on creating these documents until next year 
and concentrate this year on promotion of the Best Practices Characteristics. At the annual meeting, committee 
members became aware of a task force that had completed a document entitled the Analysis of Instructional 
Environments (AIE) by the ACRL IS Instructional Environments Task Force, 2004-2007.  This excellent 
document uses the Best Practices Categories (pp2-14) and provides a few examples of supporting documents 
or programs that one could identify in developing an IL Program. It also provides a checklist-type/worksheet 
feature that helps achieve what our committee had intended in activities 1 & 2 above. Our committee feels the 
AIE helps achieve this and we will abandon this goal.  Instead, we will be looking at whether short video clips 
might enhance both the AIE and ILBP documents. Because the AIE document names and uses the BP 
document, we would like to ensure that a link will be made to the BP IS web site. 
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Activity/Project # 2 
 
1.   Indicate one Goal Area this activity/project best supports:  

Strategic Area: Higher Education and Research 

Goal Area: Learning 

2.     Describe the activity or project and how it relates to the strategic direction you identified 
above:   
To promote best practices in information literacy and library instruction by developing, maintaining, and 
promoting the "Characteristics of Programs of Information Literacy that Illustrate Best Practices: A Guideline" 
and related web site. To this end, we will do the following:  
1. Solicit examples for each of the BP characteristics to post on the web site. These should come from a 

variety of institutions.  
 
3.     Based on the action plan and measurement(s) of success you provided in the Annual 

Planning Form, describe what success your committee had in meeting the objective. 
 

The committee decided that this would be a complicated project to undertake without sufficient evidence that 
examples for each BP category might be helpful in promoting the use of the characteristics. We opted instead 
to explore the idea of creating 5-minute video clips with the assistance from the TLT Group. The video clips 
would allow us to enhance the BP document by adding content and context for each category.  Committee 
members have participated in two TLT events (on creating video clips) in the months preceding Annual and 
will meet with TLT on Friday at the Annual 2007 meeting to create a couple of pilot clips.  
 
The committee also considered that perhaps a better/and more efficient approach to soliciting examples from 
institutions of best practices in each of the ten categories might be to use a wiki that already exists, specifically 
http://www.libsuccess.org or the library portal in Wikipedia. In consultation with our new Exec Liaison, Sarah 
McDaniel, we will bring a proposal forward to Exec this year to determine if this idea has merit and the best 
way to approach this project given ACRL’s guidelines for publications. 

 
Activity/Project # 3 
 
1.   Indicate one Goal Area this activity/project best supports:  

Strategic Area: Higher Education and Research 

Goal Area: Learning 

2.     Describe the activity or project and how it relates to the strategic direction you identified 
above:   
To promote best practices in information literacy and library instruction by developing, maintaining, and 
promoting the "Characteristics of Programs of Information Literacy that Illustrate Best Practices: A Guideline" 
and related web site. Begin a discussion of future promotional efforts. 

 
3.  Based on the action plan and measurement(s) of success you provided in the Annual 

Planning Form, describe what success your committee had in meeting the objective. 
 

• Identified committee members who utilize or have had success with the Best Practices Characteristics 
and entered our names in the Expert Database (now called Peer Consultant and Speakers Database): 
Deborah Gaspar, Sheril Hook, and Diane VanderPol. 
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• Contacted Steve Gilbert (TLT/ACRL Workshops) to explore the creation of video cips. He attended part of 
our committee meeting at Annual 2007. The committee agreed to make a proposal to Exec during 2007-
2008. 

• Contacted Randy Hensley, who teaches in the Immersion program to request that he promote the Best 
Practices Characteristics. Randy Hensley was contacted by Diane VanderPol. 

• Upon approval of Exec, we submitted a proposal for a poster session for 2007 ALA Annual. The proposal 
was rejected.  

• Identified and agreed on ACRL web sites and other external web sites that could link to the BP 
Characteristics, giving people more opportunities to come across them.  The recommended sites will be 
submitted to Exec during 2007-2008. 

 
Although not on behalf of the committee, two members of our committee also gave presentations that included 
discussion of the Best Practices Document. These were the following: 
 

1. Presenter(s): 
    * Deborah  Gaspar Ed.D., LMS 
      Instruction and Collection Development Librarian, The George Washington University  
    * David  Truncellito  
      Assistant Professor, The George Washington University  
    * Karen  Wetzel  
      Standards Program Manager, National Information Standards Organization (NISO)  
 
Session Format:  Panel Session 
Track: Collaborations 
Saturday, March 31, 2007 ACRL Conference   
 
Program Description: 
Members of this panel include a writing instructor, instructional librarian, and distance education librarian who 
collaborated to move a traditional writing and research course online. Collaboration between faculty/librarian 
partners proved critical in the online environment as it does in the classroom setting.  Together, they 
implemented necessary adjustments to assignments, assessments, and communication methods.  They 
successfully used technology to create community, provide feedback, and foster academic writing and 
research skills.   
Audience members will participate in a discussion of issues and remedies for successful instruction online.   
 

2. Hook, S & E. Atkinson, A. Nicholson. “Practice Makes Perfect: Applying & Adapting Best Practices in 
Information Literacy.” 36th Workshop on Instruction in Library Use (WILU). Teach Every Angle. York 
University, Toronto, Ontario, May 18, 2007. 
 


